
PLAY IT AGAIN

Play It Again is a section of the journal where we republish quotes, gaVes, and immortal lines from friends
and foes of tobacco control. It is compiled by Gene Borio, the webmaster of Tobacco BBS, which is the pre-
mier tobacco newsgathering site on the internet. Send contributions (including an original version or pho-
tocopy of the sourced item) to him at Tobacco BBS,PO Box 359,Village Station,New York 10014-0359;
fax 001 212 260 6825. Send quotes from online stories (including the full article) or scanned documents
(in GIF or JPEG format), to gborio@mindspring.com

Nicely put: Apt insights from the tobacco
control community and others
“[W]hen I was invited recently to give a talk on
tobacco advertising to students at a progressive
private school outside Boston, the person
extending the invitation said she was also going
to invite someone from the tobacco industry to
represent ‘the other side’. I was tempted to ask
her if she felt equally compelled to have a bat-
terer on hand during a discussion of domestic
violence.”

Kilbourne J.Deadly persuasion :why women and
girls must fight the addictive power of advertising,
“Free Press”; ISBN: 0684865998 1999 November.

* * *

“I had to tell one of your customers she had
lung cancer.”

Dr David O Lewis, to RJ Reynolds CEO Steven
Goldstone at a shareholders meeting. Source:
Deacle S. Doctor wants to stop tobacco, “Danville
Register & Bee” 1999 January 30.

* * *

“It was just too blatant, too obvious, too vis-
ible an image . . . Joe Camel helped change a
nation that wanted to believe the industry
didn’t market to kids to a nation that didn’t
doubt that the industry would market to kids.”

Matt Myers, the executive vice president of the
National Center for Tobacco-Free Kids. Source:
Lost Empire:Chapter 30,Part 1: Joe to the Rescue,
“Winston-Salem Journal” 1999 December 17.

* * *

“Manna from hell.”
Community Health Commissioner Russ Toal on

Georgia’s tobacco settlement funds. Source: Jones,
W. Board touts funding health coverage, “Augusta
Chronicle” 1999 January 1.

* * *

“Hiring OJ Simpson’s detectives to find ‘the
real killers’ of smokers.”

“For poor people who can’t aVord to eat and
smoke, free cigarette included in Kraft
Macaroni & Cheese boxes.”

“New ad campaign for 2000: ‘You don’t
have to smoke just because all the really cool
kids do’.”

The Top 15 Other Ways Philip Morris is
“Working to Make a DiVerence”, “Top 5 List”
2000 February 23. http://www.top5.com.

* * *

“What better form of advertising for the
tobacco industry could there be than a
well-known and emulated public figure using it
glamorously on screen . . . The film industry
uses the defence that they are portraying
realism, but you rarely see someone coughing
or wheezing or dying a painful death on a can-
cer ward on screen.”

Clive Bates, director of UK-based Action on
Smoking (ASH). Source: Hollywood defends
smoking on screen, “BBC Online” 2000 January
6.

* * *

No snowflake in an avalanche ever feels
responsible—Jerzy Lee
Despite decades of PR campaigns smear-
ing tobacco control advocates as “health
nazis” who try to control others and
destroy revered freedoms, it is the
industry itself which now finds itself being
consistently reviled in op-eds and editori-
als.

The industry is fighting to reclaim some
moral ground with an advertising
campaign and a new call for cooperation.
The need is urgent: public perception of
the industry aVects not only Congress,
jurors, and potential allies, but even its
own employees. With regard to the latter,
the question is, just what does upset them?
The shocking revelations from secret
documents? The public’s open censure?
Or being discourteously reminded of the
health eVects of their products in a health
newsletter?

“As many of you are aware, there is currently
a spate of publicity about historical documents
from the files of Philip Morris and other
tobacco companies. These materials are being
irresponsibly promoted in the media in the
middle of the Cipollone trial which is
underway in Newark, New Jersey involving
Philip Morris, Lorillard and Liggett as defend-
ants . . .

“These charges are misinterpretations of
fragments of hundreds of thousands of pages of
documents and do not in any way reflect the
responsible and ethical decision-making
process of our past management. We are confi-
dent that when the jury hears the full story,
they will understand that our company has
acted honestly and in good faith over the many
years of the tobacco health controversy.

Tobacco Control 2000;9:250–257250
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“This publicity is not easy for any of us, since
we see the integrity of our company being
questioned. I can only assure you that we have
reviewed all these files top to bottom and know
that we have nothing to fear from our history.
Once that history is fairly and fully revealed in
the Newark trial [Cipollone], the jury and the
public will realize that our company has always
been responsible and honest.”

Employee Morale at Philip Morris, PM, April
11, 1984. Bates No. 2025880665

* * *

“If you are a shareholder in RJR and your
chief executive oYcer’s face is on the cover of
Time with the word ‘Greed’ under it, how
would you feel about your investment . . .?”

Ex-RJR CEO J Tylee Wilson. Source: Tursi,
White, and McQuilkin, Lost Empire. Chapter 27:
Honk if you’re bucolic, “Winston-Salem Journal”
1999 December 12.

* * *

“I don’t think it’s [California’s Prop. 10
cigarette tax] even viewed by most voters as a
taxing measure . . . It’s tobacco that puts it in a
category all its own.

Clark Kelso, professor of law at the University of
the Pacific, on the defeat of Prop. 28. Source:
Werner E. Calif. OKs billions in bond debt, “AP”
2000 March 8.

* * *

“The public image of tobacco is Philip Mor-
ris. That’s become a problem.”

Paul Hornback, president of the Council for
Burley Tobacco. Source: Zuckerbrod, N. Farmers in
burley states go to Capitol “Lexington
Herald-Leader”, 2000 March 5.

* * *

“Employee morale is severely impacted . . .
We’ve got to do something to protect the repu-
tation of the company and its loyal employees.”

RJR-MacDonald files a “victim-impact
statement” in the Les Thompson smuggling case,
claiming the company (now JTI-MacDonald) was
the ultimate casualty in the tobacco-smuggling
aVair.Source:Marsden W.Tobacco tax fraud earns
no jail time “Montreal Gazette” 1999 February 5.

* * *

“We worked with Cigna to take out some of
the references in the newsletters that we
thought could be oVensive or annoying to our
employees.”

Philip Morris spokeswoman Mary Carnovale,
on why Philip Morris, Kraft, and Miller Beer
employees received censored health information
about smoking in Cigna HealthCare’s “Well-
Being” newsletters. Source: Howatt G. Tobacco
documents reveal censorship agreement with
insurer, “Minneapolis Star Tribune” 2000
February 3.

* * *

“Ad Review wants to apologize for any mis-
understanding when we noted recently that
Philip Morris cigarettes have ‘killed more peo-
ple than Hitler’. Unfortunately, a company

spokesman misinterpreted our words as a
‘comparison of the decent, honest, hardwork-
ing people of [Philip Morris] to Adolph [sic]
Hitler’. We meant nothing of the sort . . . True,
we’ve long wondered how those decent,
hardworking Philip Morris employees lived
with themselves knowing that their company
was peddling addictive carcinogens and lying
about it . . . But we’re not at all suggesting these
patriotic Americans, our friends and neigh-
bours, are genocidal sociopaths. We’re sure
they were just following orders.

Unfettered by the MSA rules, Bob Garfield
spices up his vilification of the American Legacy
Foundation commercials with a vilification of
Philip Morris. Source: Garfield B. Ad Review -
How to make lots and lots of money go up in
smoke, “Advertising Age” 2000 February 21.

* * *

“The National Public Education Fund shall
be used only for public education and advertis-
ing regarding the addictiveness, health eVects
and social costs related to the use of tobacco
products and shall not be used for any personal
attack on, or vilification of, any person,
company or governmental agency, whether
individually or collectively.”

Master Settlement Agreement.Source:Teinowitz
I. Anti-smoking campaign delayed, “Advertising
Age” 2000 January 31.

* * *

“It appears that the intent of this campaign
may be to vilify Philip Morris and its
employees.”

Philip Morris representative Tom Ryan, on the
American Legacy Foundation’s hard-hitting ads,
one of which features film of body bags in front of
PM HQ at 121 Park Ave. Source: Melillo W.
Foundation ads bag Big Tobacco,“Ad Week”2000
February 7.

* * *

“How can you run an anti-smoking
campaign and not vilify the industry? . . . It
would be better to not take the money if the
industry is able to pull the strings and take
control.”

Former FDA commissioner David Kessler, on
the ALF furor. Source: Kaufman M. Fuming over
smoking ads, “The Washington Post” 2000 Febru-
ary 20.

* * *

“There’s a part of me that says, ‘OK, these
guys have this money. Let’s take this money . . .
There is another part of me that says, ‘This is
really a problem’ . . . But I also have a major
problem with saying to the women whom we
serve, ‘We can’t serve you in this way because
we are too good to take tobacco money.’

Michele Hughes, executive director of the
YWCA of Anne Arundel and Annapolis. Source:
Shatzkin K. Tobacco charity raises misgivings,
“The Baltimore Sun” 2000 February 18.

* * *
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“Money is money . . . It’s not like we’re going
to allow Philip Morris to come and hand out
free cigarettes.”

Ravili county (MT) extension agent Kathy
Hammer, on accepting tobacco money for an
antismoking curriculum. Source: Faircough G.
Tobacco industry oVers to fund school antismoking
programs, “The Wall Street Journal Interactive
Edition” 1999 January 10.

* * *

“We take the good money and put it into
good things.”

Chamberlin’s longtime president and CEO Dale
C Bennett, whose health food chain is now owned
by cigarette distributor Amcon. Source: Krueger J.
Chamberlin’s strikes a deal/Cigarettes are major
source of revenue for health food chain’s new
owner, “Orlando Business Journal” 1999 January
20.

* * *

“Sometimes I feel schizophrenic. Tobacco
built my community’s church. It put my sister
and I through school. And my father the farm-
ers, I have so much admiration for such admi-
rable, cantankerous, kind men. It has been
such a hard choice . . . But sometimes you just
know the right thing to do.”

Anne Arundel, Maryland, County Executive
Janet S Owens. Source: Sullivan, L. Heritage vs.
health issue tears at Arundel executive/Owens’
father raised tobacco; she fights it, “The Baltimore
Sun” 1999 December 3.

* * *

The anxiety of the goalie at the penalty
kick
Anne Landman found the following 1977
document, wherein the tobacco industry
(TI) expresses some degree of hysteria
over the emerging era of airline smoking
bans.

“Eastern Airlines has entered an uncon-
scionable agreement with Prohibitionist
‘consumer groups’ to squeeze travellers who
enjoy tobacco into the rear third of its flight
cabins. The agreement was reached privately in
spite of its implications of potential
second-class citizenship for 55 million
Americans! . . . Apparently, that’s inviolate,
even if two-thirds of the passengers want to
smoke! . . . Think of its implications, its poten-
tial for precedent in successful attacks on the
personal freedoms of other groups of
citizens—on yourself as an individual . . . Use
the addresses on the back of this message. And
thanks for your citizenship!”

An Urgent Message. TI, June 27, 1977. Bates:
01254556/4557 http://www.tobacco.org/
Documents/dd/ddhystericalair.html

The industry’s promulgation of a
seemingly heartfelt terror just from giving
one third of available space to non-
smokers seems amusing in retrospect, as
continued tobacco regulation did not
bring about the end of the world. Yet the

same scare tactics continue today, equally
hysterical, if more inventive, and certainly
often quite as ludicrous.

* * *

“First, they came for the tobacco
executives—and I did nothing . . .”

Quoted in EDITORIAL: Courts against law,
“National Post” 2000 February 23.

* * *

“Instead of forays into South American
countries to destroy their coca fields, we could
find ourselves combing the back roads of
North Carolina hunting down tobacco
farmers.”

Robert A Levy’s testimony on House Bill No.
3006 (private attorney retention sunshine act)
finds an unusually dire peril. Source: Levy R.
Tobacco Settlement (commentary) “Cato Insti-
tute”, 2000 March 11.

* * *

“[Engle Circuit Judge Robert Kaye] has
been from a First Amendment perspective ter-
rorizing.”

First Amendment lawyer Floyd Abrams, to a
Florida appeals court. Source: Wilson C. Lawyer:
Lift tobacco gag order, “AP” 2000 February 23.

* * *

“Majoritarian terror”
A fascinating turn of phrase coined to describe

social legislation that the majority are in favour
of—you know, like traffic lights, noise laws, cleanli-
ness standards in restaurants, etc. It’s an interesting
reversal, and demonstrates the industry’s uncanny
ability to shift its argument depending on
circumstances. One of the industry’s arguing
patters has been to rely on the majority—their sur-
veys have been finely tuned to find that most people
don’t want taxes, smoking bans, etc—while attack-
ing the supposed minority as oddballs, freaks, and
fascists. So when you’ve indisputably lost the
weight of public opinion, what do you do? You sim-
ply turn and virulently attack the majority you
had previously championed. Source: Turle J. Rule
of law/A bad Canadian law heads south, “The
Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition” 2000
February 28.

* * *

The industry’s response to adversity has
always incorporated the good cop/bad cop
routine. The good cop seems to have gone
into overdrive recently. Some statements
sound genuine, some hollow, some
demonstrably insincere.

“We have one of the finest companies in the
world . . . But if we are not part of the solution
I think the future of our company is not a good
one. That’s why, if no adults smoke as a result
of cracking down on youth smoking, we are
prepared to accept that and we will invest our
assets in other businesses.”

“(7) I believe nicotine is a drug . . . I do not
believe that merely because it’s a drug it should
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be regulated as a pharmaceutical or medical
device under the Food, Drug and Cosmetics
Act.”

Philip Morris senior vice president Steven Parr-
ish. Sources (respectively):

Verbatim: Big Tobacco’s changing tune “The
Washington Post” , 2000 March 5. Baumann G.
Philip Morris’s Parrish on US regulation of
tobacco: comment, “Bloomberg News” 2000
March 2.

* * *

“Far from denying that cigarettes are a cause
of illness, Gallaher accepts that if you smoke
you are more likely to contract lung cancer or
certain other diseases than non-smokers . . .
Indeed it is the recognition of the health risks
associated with smoking that has underpinned
Gallaher’s whole relationship not only with
governments but with the very people who
smoke its products.”

Gallaher executive Ian Birks, in a letter to
Ireland’s Health Minister, Brian Cowen. Source:
Ralph Riegel. Cigs giant hits back over health
criticisms, “Irish Independent” 1999 January 21.

* * *

“We accept . . . smoking is the cause of seri-
ous disease. The popular understanding today
is smoking is addictive. But our customers are
not fools, our shareholders are not immoral . . .
shopkeepers who sell our product are not drug
pushers.”

British American Tobacco Chairman Martin
Broughton, to Parliament’s Health Committee.
Source: Fernandes E. Focus–“No safe cigarette”,
say UK tobacco firms, “Reuters” 2000 January
13.

* * *

“It is time for the leadership of the public
health community and the tobacco industry to
turn the page on the past and to look for ways
to work together in the interests of informed
adult Americans who choose to smoke. Identi-
fying the issues is easy. Setting aside the preju-
dices of the past is our challenge.”

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation
CEO Nick Brookes. Source: B&W CEO Calls for
open dialogue with industry critics; announces
series of public forums, “PR Newswire” 2000
January 11.

* * *

And the beat goes on . . .
Given the industry’s unwillingness to
address even the non-litigated aspects of
its history of insincerity—such as Califor-
nia’s Proposition 188 debacle, the arrant
creation of front groups like the CIAR, the
NSA, the Beverly Hills and Vermont
Restaurant Associations, etc, and its
continued co-option of business councils,
restaurant associations, and other
groups—does anyone have the energy to
believe them this time?

In addition, the industry’s own guide-
lines once forbid marketing to 18 year
olds, yet now they fiercely vie for them in
bars, clubs, and other hangouts today.

And the smear campaign against tobacco
control advocates continues.

Surely the industry can frankly
understand the reasons for scepticism and
reticence. Sure, let’s look to the future, but
couldn’t they at least acknowledge even a
few of those reasons, if we want to start on
a new, more open footing?

“Those who cannot remember the past
are condemned to repeat it.”—George
Santayana

* * *

“Let’s clear the air! Don’t let smoking bans
burn your business.”

Philip Morris-supported speaker’s talk at the
hospitality and food service expo in Anchorage.
Source: Demer L. Clear the air to aid smokers, pro-
tobacco group suggests, “Anchorage Daily News”
2000 March 2.

* * *

“[The WHO Framework Convention is a]
developed world obsession being foisted on the
developing world.”

Martin Broughton, chairman of BAT, though
some might see BAT’s cigarettes as a developed
world product being foisted on the developing
world. Source: BAT profits nearly double “BBC
Online”, 2000 March 7.

* * *

“According to the New York Times, through
local, state and federal taxes, government earns
four times more money from the sale of a pack
of cigarettes than the tobacco companies do.
Knowing this, do you think that the taxes on
cigarettes are ‘too low’, ‘about right’, or ‘too
high’?

Philip Morris commissions a poll wherein the
very posing of the question seems to skew the
answer. Source: Roper Starch survey shows major-
ity of Americans opposed to tobacco tax increase,
“PR Newswire” 2000 January 25.

* * *

“Stealth concert”
Term coined for events like Philip Morris’“Miles

for Admission” rock concerts. Source: Christensen
T. Shhh! It’s a ‘stealth concert’, “Dallas Morning
News” 2000 January 9.

* * *

“[The increasing political activism of think
tanks is] part of a rent-a-mouthpiece phenom-
enon . . . There are mercenary groups that
function as surrogates when industry feels it’s
not advantageous for it to speak directly.”

Gary Ruskin of the Congressional Accountabil-
ity Project. Source: Morgan D. Think tanks: corpo-
rations’ quiet weapon/nonprofits’ studies, lobbying
advance big business causes, “The Washington
Post” 2000 January 29.

* * *
“We’re targeted by a big anti-tobacco lobby

that is largely financed by the federal and other
governments, whose mission in life is to gather
anti-tobacco-company headlines.”

Michel Descoteaux, Imperial’s public-aVairs
director. Source: Derfel A, Kennedy M. Tobacco
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firm fuming/Unfairly targeted by Ottawa’s
‘avalanche’ of documents, Imperial says,
“Montreal Gazette” 1999 November 23.

* * *

“I taught myself never to say I hate the ciga-
rette companies, because they are brilliant . . .
They are brilliant manipulators. They look at
obstacles and ingeniously come up with a way
around them. A new magazine here, a new
campaign there. They are always and will
always be 20 years ahead of us. I think that is
significant for people who think we are winning
the war against the tobacco companies,
because to imagine that we are is just naive.”

Dr Elizabeth Whelan, the president of the
American Council on Science and Health. Source:
Kuczynski A. Big Tobacco’s newest billboards are
the pages of its magazines, “New York Times”
1999 January 12.

* * *

Love (and smoke) is in the air
“Cigarettes are luxury products . . . It appeals
to one’s emotions. Therefore, people in North
and South Korea will feel a togetherness when
they smoke Hanmaum [“One Spirit”].

Lee Cheul Soo of Korea Tobacco & Ginseng
Corp, on the first same brand product that will be
manufactured and distributed both in North and
South Korea. Source: Song M. Korean companies
hope smokes will extinguish fires of animosity,
“The Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition”
2000 January 28.

* * *

“I hope all business leaders in this industry
love cigarettes as a product; have the best inter-
ests of the industry at heart; enjoy participation
in an exciting and incredibly stimulating
business; and consider the product range
across the world an unparalleled service to the
consumer.”

Hideo Tada, senior executive vice president,
Japan Tobacco Inc, and chairman of the board of
JT International. Source: Turner C. JTS charm
oVensive, “Tobacco Reporter” 2000 January 8.

* * *

“I want to spend the rest of my life
everywhere, with everyone, one to one, always,
forever, now.”

“Artist’s Statement” by Damien Hirst. The
statement is in one of a series of specially designed
$8 Camel “artist packs”. Source: Bukowski E.
Damien Hirst now deconstructs Camels,“The Wall
Street Journal Interactive Edition” 2000 January
31.

* * *
“When there is no more money to be made

[selling tobacco to the British] I shall go back
to England . . . I’m going to open a health farm.
It’s my way of putting something back.”

Belgian tobacco shop “Eastenders”owner Kathy
West. Source: Watson-Smythin, K. Britain’s most
successful tobacconist is a small Belgian town,
“The Independent” 2000 February 5.

* * *

“Lucky Loves You”
B&W gives away Valentine’s Day roses near the

Engle courthouse. Source: Wilson C. Lawyer
attacks Lucky Strike giveaway, “AP” 2000
February 16.

* * *

“Ooooooh, the tobacco plant is a lovely plant
Its leaves so broad and green,
But you shouldn’t think about the tobacco

plant
If you’re still a teen.
Cause tobacco is a big person’s plant
And that’s the way it should be
So if you’re under 21
Go and climb a tree.”
New song on B&W’s 800 line. Source: Kamen,

A. Jingle jangle, “The Washington Post” 2000
February 14.

* * *

Religion
In 1994, five Iranian drama students were
banned from the stage, and a theatre
manager was fired from Teheran’s Islamic
Culture and Guidance Ministry, because
the students smoked during a daytime
rehearsal of “the Glass Menagerie”. In
1987, Philip Morris executives were
blessed by a Roman Catholic cardinal.
(“Treasures of the Vatican” exhibit). In
1994, an Israeli rabbi certified a brand of
cigarettes “Kosher for Passover” in full
page advertisements. Religion and to-
bacco make a strange and wondrous mix.
In the USA, while the seminal 1989-90 war
against “Uptown” cigarettes was led by
black ministers, the voices of white minis-
ters on any aspect of tobacco have been
loudly silent; in fact, the powerful
Christian conservative movement is
solidly behind the tobacco friendly
Republican party. Around the world, reli-
gion may soon be the new battlefield.

* * *

“The Lord protects the simple [sometimes
translated as ‘fools’ or ‘idiots’].”

Talmudic dictum that had allowed tolerance of
smoking before the true health eVects were widely
known. Source: Kessler E. Torah prohibits tobacco,
faction of rabbis insists in controversial opinion,
“Weekly Forward” 1999 November 26.

* * *

“As a result of our discussion here it is
apparent that definite action must be taken in
order to eradicate smoking from the Orthodox
community. This is called for both out of con-
sideration for the health of the smoker, as well
as that of the innocent bystander assaulted and
harmed by the smoke he generates. In both
instances, the community (as represented by
the Rabbinate and Batei Din) are responsible
for the enforcement of Halachic norms
regulating the general welfare.”
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RCA roundtable: proposal on smoking,
“Rabbinical Council of America” 1999 January
8.

* * *

“For the lips of wise men.”
Ad copy for Golf cigarettes in Israel’s Haredi

newspapers. Source: Siegel-Itzkovich J. Haredi
papers consider banning tobacco ads, “Jerusalem
Post” 2000 February 21.

* * *

“The reason we’re the powerhouse we are is
because of a couple of guys in the 1950s and
1960s . . .The Cullmans. With the Cullman
family coming in, the Jewish mind entered the
tobacco industry.”

Philip Morris VP David ER Dangoor, “himself
a Jew”, on success. Source: Tursi, White and
McQuilkin, Lost Empire. Chapter 14, part 1: A
rival rises, “Winston-Salem Journal” 1999
November 19.

* * *

“Anyone who agrees that smoking is guilty
has no moral right to occupy even a
medium-level position in a tobacco company.
It’s completely immoral.”

Frank Colby, the former head of RJR’s scientific
library. Source: Tursi, White, McQuilkin, Lost
Empire. Chapter 32, part 1: Mississippi burning,
“Winston-Salem Journal” 1999 December 20.

* * *

“There is going to be a Day of Judgment. If
there isn’t a day up there, it’s when you’re lying
on your deathbed. And you’re going to say to
yourself: ‘Well, what did I achieve in my
life?’ . . . ‘What did I do to make the world bet-
ter?’ That’s what it’s going to come down to.”

Philip Morris CEO. GeoVrey Bible. Source:
Byrne J. Philip Morris: Inside America’s most
reviled company,“Business Week”1999 November
19.

* * *

Teens
Teen smoking became an even larger issue
in the USA, as new surveys found teen
smoking rates decreasing or remaining
stable in states like Massachusetts,
California, and Florida, which have tough,
strong anti-smoking programmes.

“Our strong view is the tobacco industry
knows more than anyone else on Earth how to
addict young people to tobacco, and they’re in
a better position than anyone else to stop them
in the first place.”

Bruce N Reed, Clinton’s top domestic policy
adviser. Source: Babington C. Underage smoking
fine sought for big tobacco, “The Washington Post”
2000 February 4.

* * *

“We are advertising to inform adults . . .
They may be younger adults, they may be older
adults, but they’re not under 18.”

Peter Wilson, chairman of Gallaher Group Plc,
in testimony before the UK’s House of Commons

Health Select Committee. Source: BrockhoV A.
Tobacco executives deny advertising aimed at
underage smokers, “Bloomberg News” 2000 Janu-
ary 27.

* * *

“It’s vital to our business that kids don’t
smoke . . . if we’re perceived as marketing to
kids, then it’s likely that people will not want to
allow cigarettes to continue as a legal business
in this country.”

Brown and Williamson’s vice president Corky
Newton. Source: Teens take on big tobacco, “CBS”
1999 November 14.

* * *

“Researchers have determined why young
people start smoking . . . The reasons include
peer pressure, the desire to appear more
mature, and the need to rebel. We want to
share some of the solutions we’ve learned, and
we want to discuss how parents can make a
huge diVerence in a child’s life and in the deci-
sion not to smoke.”

Corky Newton, Brown & Williamson’s vice
president of corporate and youth responsibility pro-
grams. Source: “Are your kids sending you smoke
signals?” E-chat with Brown & Williamson,
“Brown & Williamson” 1999 January 6.

* * *

“[W]e spent decades making sure that we
don’t know about kids, because they’re not our
customers. So we’re not in any position to turn
around and say, ‘Well, here’s how to deal with
kids’.”

Brown and Williamson’s vice president Corky
Newton, at the Florida SWAT meeting. Source:
Excerpts: Students Working Against Tobacco
(SWAT) Meeting with the Brown and Williamson
Tobacco Corporation,Saturday,November 6,1999
Jacksonville, Florida, “Tobacco BBS” 1999 Janu-
ary 13.

* * *

“I’d love to talk to you about what you think
might be appropriate guidelines or restrictions.
But I really don’t think it’s appropriate to have
teenagers looking at cigarette advertising and
making judgments about it.”

Brown and Williamson’s vice president Corky
Newton, to Florida’s SWAT team. Source: Teens
take on big tobacco, “CBS” 1999 November 14.

* * *

“Under the heading ‘Apparently problem-
atic research’, the author, Kwechansky
Marketing Research, Inc, has noted: The stud-
ies reported on youngsters’ motivation for
starting, their brand preferences, etc, as well as
the starting behaviour of children as young as 5
years old . . . The studies examined
examination [sic] of young smokers’ attitudes
towards ‘addiction’, and contain multiple
references to how very young smokers at first
believe they cannot become addicted, only to
later discover, to their regret, that they are.’”

BAT document which Minnesota’s Special
Master held was misfiled in ‘Advertising’ instead of
‘Children’. Source: Order with respect to
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non-Liggett defendants’ objections to the Special
Master’s report dated February 10, 1998 (March
7, 1998), February October 98 “Robins, Kaplan,
Miller & Ciresi L.L.P.”Downloaded 1999 Decem-
ber 15.

* * *

“[Brown & Williamson] will not support a
youth smoking program which discourages
young people from smoking.”

1983 Tobacco Institute memo “US News”
05/04/98.

* * *

“Why do we need to give them [the Florida
Tobacco Pilot Program] $61 million when it’s
working on the dollars we’ve authorized?”

Florida House Speaker John Thrasher,
R-Orange Park. Florida’s legislators last year had
refused to give the program $60 million on the basis
that it hadn’t been proven if it worked or not.
Source: Kennedy J. Teen smoking shows stunning
decline, “Orlando Sentinel” 2000 March 2.

* * *

“Funny to hear that type of criticism, calling
our ads over the top or morbid . . . because if
killing over three million people every year
around the world is not over the top and mor-
bid, I don’t know what is.”

Truth Campaign spokesman Jared Perez.
Source: Anti-tobacco ads, “National Public
Radio” 2000 February 16.

* * *

“When you stand there [at a store counter],
you think, ‘Oh, cigarettes’ . . . They’re right in
front of your face, like, all the time.”

Nicole Morrow, a Pennsylvania 19-year-old
who started smoking at 16. Source: Borden T.
Despite landmark settlement, new front opens in
tobacco wars, “Pittsburgh (PA) Tribune-Review”
1999 January 16.

* * *
Smuggling
“DNP” (duty not paid)
“transit”
“GT” (general trade)
“Parallel market”
“Second channel”
“Border trade”

Smuggling vocabulary list, courtesy of BAT and
the astounding Guardian/International Confed-
eration of Investigative Journalists “BAT Expose”
series. Source: How smuggling helps lure
generations of new smokers, “The Guardian” 2000
January 31.

* * *
“Although we agreed to support the federal

government’s eVort to reduce smuggling by
limiting our exports to the USA, our competi-
tors did not. Subsequently, we have decided to
remove the limits on our exports to regain our
share of Canadian smokers.”

June 3, 1993, letter from Imperial president Don
Brown to Ulrich Herter, a senior executive at BAT
Industries. Source: Kennedy M. Tobacco giant
turned blind eye to smuggling, “Ottawa Citizen”
1999 January 12.

* * *

“The Center for Public Integrity . . . appear
to have ‘cherry picked’ a selection of
documents from the 8 million pages in the
depository, and could be at high risk of
drawing and publishing conclusions which are
at variance with the facts.”

BAT response to a CPI/Guardian series on
smuggling. Source: BAT responds, “The
Guardian” 2000 January 31.

* * *

“Since the pages you faxed to me are rather
selective and are out of context extracts from
old documents, a response would be quite
impossible.”

Brenda Chow, director of public aVairs for BAT
(China) and chairman of the Tobacco Institute of
Hong Kong, neatly encapsulates BAT’s smuggling
documents rationale, a defense the Nuremburg
defendants might have mounted. Source: Manuel
G. Cigarette firm’s ‘smoking gun’, “South China
Morning Post” 2000 February 3.

* * *

Lawsuits
“Cigarette advertising is functional pornogra-
phy”

Ruling by US District Judge William G Young
who upheld state regulations that prohibit outdoor
ads for cigarettes, smokeless tobacco and cigars
within 1000 feet of schools and playgrounds.
Source: Mass ban on tobacco ads near schools
upheld - Lorillard v. Reilly, “Tobacco Control
Resource Center/Tobacco Products Liability
Project” 2000 January 24.

* * *

“Taking all of plaintiVs’ allegations as true . . .
it is clear that they show a 45 year conspiracy to
addict smokers (especially teenagers) and
thereby cause them grave medical harm, to
manipulate nicotine levels, to prevent and
suppress research into the dangers of smoking,
and to mislead and deceive the American public
about the dangers of smoking. The foreseeable
consequences of such conduct are obvious . . . It
would be nothing short of unconscionable to
conclude that foreseeable wrongs of such
magnitude and moral culpability, if proven,
must go unremedied because our legal system
deemed them unworthy of recognition.”

US District Judge Gladys Kessler, in one of the
very few rulings that has supported union health
funds in their suits against the tobacco industry.
Source:Skolnik S.Union Tobacco ruling bodes well
for DOJ suit, “Law News Network” 2000
January 3.

* * *

In December 1999, the US Supreme Court
heard arguments on whether the US Food
and Drug Administration may regulate
tobacco. The session did not seem to go
well for the government. The Justices’
upcoming decision will be seminal.
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“[An article other than food] intended to
aVect the structure or any function of the
body.”

The 1938 Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetics
Act’s definition of a drug device. Source: Mitchell
K. Court to hear arguments on FDA regulating
nicotine, “Winston-Salem Journal” 1999 Novem-
ber 27.

* * *

“Can the agency regulate the movie industry
because so many people go to horror movies to
get the adrenaline pumping?”

Justice Sandra Day O’Connor seems to have
diYculty distinguishing movies from an ingested
drug. Source: Mitchell K. Smoke signals/Justices’
reactions to arguments in Supreme Court may hint
at trouble for plan to have tobacco regulated by
FDA, “Winston-Salem Journal” 1999 December
2.

* * *

“Nobody believed them.”
This was the remarkable response of both

Justices Antonin Scalia and William H
Rehnquist—both smokers—when solicitor general
Seth Waxman noted that executives of seven major
tobacco companies testified to Congress under oath
in 1994 that nicotine was not addictive and that
the industry did not manipulate nicotine content.
Source: Sealey G. FDA and big tobacco head to
court, “ABC News” 1999 January 1.

* * *

“The scale of defendants’ illegal conduct
and the scope of harm that it has caused are
truly unprecedented. Defendants cannot rely
on the sheer massiveness of their wrongdoing
to defeat this suit.”

The Department of Justice’s answer to the
industry’s position that lawsuits should have been
brought for each individual’s case separately.
Source: US opposes tobacco lawsuit dismissal,
“Reuters” 2000 February 25.

* * *

“[W]hat is most notable about (the
government’s) complaint is what they do not
say: their almost complete silence as to the
existence—let alone the substance—of the
1998 Master Settlement Agreement that the
tobacco industry entered into with the states,
which provides for broad scale injunctive relief
barring any continuation of the violations
alleged in the [government’s] complaint.”

Tobacco companies’ motion seeking dismissal of
the DOJ suit. Did the MSA grant the industry a
kind of immunity? Source: Tobacco companies
attack government suit, “Business Wire” 1999
January 27.

* * *

Secret documents
“The response to [WHO speaker] Tibblen will
come from carefully briefed and placed floor
discussion people. Vogel insisted that there will
be control of every detail so that the results will
be known; otherwise, there is no sense in hold-
ing a symposium. Vogel also indicated that the
Verband has full control over the ‘IO’ . . . Mary
Covington then raised the question that if the
WHO speaker, Tibblen, were to have his posi-
tion attacked and countered, wouldn’t it be
possible that someone would then ‘smell a
rat’?”

The almost comicly conspiratorial beginnings of
a tobacco symposium. Source: Re: ICOSI -
International Public Smoking Symposium,
“Tobacco BBS” http://www.tobacco.org/
Documents/791217rjricosi.html

* * *

Frank Colby, the former head of RJR’s
scientific library, was interviewed exten-
sively for a monumental history of RJR
published in the hometown paper, the
Winston-Salem Journal. Mr Colby figures
prominently in some of the juicier finds.
Today he remains astoundingly forthright
and unrepentant.

* * *

“Many of the scientists in the industry have
now swallowed the establishment (point of
view on smoking and health). It’s absolute
medical insanity, and it’s only possible because
Goldstone agrees with the establishment . . . I
call him Mr Tombstone.”

Source: Tursi, White, McQuilkin Lost Empire.
Chapter 32, part 1: Mississippi burning, 12/20/99
“Winston-Salem Journal” 1999 December 20.

* * *

“I am against marketing cigarettes to
children, but a competitive situation may force
you to.”

Source: Tursi, White McQuilkin, Lost Empire.
Chapter 14, Part 2: A cigarette with oomph,
“Winston-Salem Journal” 1999 November 20.

* * *

“Being able to cope with society’s
problems . . .That may save more lives than
lung cancer.”

Frank Colby, testifying in a New Jersey case in
1985. Source: Tursi, White and McQuilkin, Lost
Empire. Chapter 21, part 1: Tortes and torts,
“Winston-Salem Journal” 1999 December 1.

* * *
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